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Answers

1. 74,340

2. 55,671

3. 159,296

4. 33,630

5. 193,050

6. 490,746

7. 195,786

8. 223,272

9. 62,857

10. 308,640

Solve each problem.

1) Tom was collecting cans for recycling. In 5 months he had collected 180 bags with 413
cans inside each bag. How many cans did he have total?

2) A video game company can fit 231 boxes of games into a truck. If they have 241 full
trucks, how many boxes of games do they have total?

3) A farmer has 524 rows of corn. If he can get 304 ears of corn from each row, how many
ears of corn would he have total?

4) In {NYC} each mail truck has 177 pieces of junkmail. If there are 190 mail trucks, how
much junk mail do they have total?

5) A new library received 198 boxes of books with 975 books in each box. How many books
did the library receive total?

6) Each day the gumball machine in the mall sells 534 gum balls. How many gum balls
would they have sold after 919 days?

7) A construction crew uses 438 pounds of concrete for each section of a parking garage. If
the garage is going to have 447 sections, how many pounds of concrete will they need?

8) A golf course driving range goes through 252 golf balls a day. How many golf balls would
they go through in 886 days?

9) A gas station sells 239 gallons of gas an hour. How much gas would they have sold after
263 hours?

10) If an industrial machine could make 643 pencils in a second, how many pencils would it
have made in 480 seconds?
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Solve each problem.

223,272 490,746 308,640 159,296 193,050

33,630 62,857 195,786 55,671 74,340

1) Tom was collecting cans for recycling. In 5 months he had collected 180 bags with 413
cans inside each bag. How many cans did he have total?

2) A video game company can fit 231 boxes of games into a truck. If they have 241 full
trucks, how many boxes of games do they have total?

3) A farmer has 524 rows of corn. If he can get 304 ears of corn from each row, how many
ears of corn would he have total?

4) In {NYC} each mail truck has 177 pieces of junkmail. If there are 190 mail trucks, how
much junk mail do they have total?

5) A new library received 198 boxes of books with 975 books in each box. How many books
did the library receive total?
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would they have sold after 919 days?
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they go through in 886 days?
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have made in 480 seconds?
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